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An image of El Gallinero, an IS located next to Cañada Real Galiana, dismantled in 2018.
Source: Wikimedia Commons

1. TRANSPORTATION IN 
INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS

• Physical activity on safe transport infrastructure that 
allows for active mobility in IS can contribute to 
improving wellbeing and quality of life by reducing road 
traffic and hence accidents and positively contributing to 
better physical and mental health (SDG 3). It can also 
contribute to reducing fossil fuel consumption (SDG 7 
and 12), therefore improving air quality (SDG 12) (which 
will also improve health (SDG 3)) and mitigating climate 
change (SDG 13).

• Urban mobility enables economic growth (SDG 8), 
education (SDG 4), and healthcare (SDG 3) by providing 
access to markets, jobs, schools, and medical services. 
Both access to education and jobs are a way out of 
poverty (SDG 1), as well as an opportunity for gender 
equality between men and women (SDG 5) and reduced 
inequality (SDG 10) between settlers and the rest of the 
population.

• Participation in the formulation of transport policies will 
empower communities (SDG 10) and increase 
governments’ transparency and accountability (SDG 16). 
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1. TRANSPORTATION IN 
INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS

• Given the unplanned nature of informal 
settlements, residents often rely on the car, 
walking or cycling. 

• However, infrastructure is often inadequate and 
unsafe.

• IS generally suffer from lack of, or insufficient 
access to public transport. 

• When access to public transport exists, service is 
usually at wrong or insufficient hours.

• COVID-19 pandemic has magnified the problems 
in IS.

• Working from home is not an option for most 
residents of IS.

Residents of Cañada Real. 
Source: De San Bernardo (www.abc.es/espana/madrid/)
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1. TRANSPORTATION IN 
INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS

• The UNECE region is among the largest emitters 
of GHGs per capita, particularly in cities and 
urban areas. Current fuel-based transportation 
systems play an important role in these 
emissions (about 27%), while also adding other 
environmental stressors (such as noise) with 
adverse health effects.

• The process of formalization is an opportunity 
to plan towards inverting the transport pyramid.

• Health should become the new guiding principle 
in transport planning. Especially in IS.
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“I have visited places that I suspect many 
Spaniards would not recognize as part of 
their country.”
Philip Alston, former United Nations Special Rapporteur on extreme poverty 
and human rights, after visiting La Cañada Real in February 2020.

2. THE CASE OF MADRID

2.1 Introduction

• Origin, urban morphology, population, housing, and 
land tenure.

• 6 sectors, 3 realities, and 3 strategies towards the 
future.

2.2 The transportation perspective. Is it a
priority?

• Current situation: transport use and preferences, 
access to public transport.

• Women and transportation: vulnerability within 
vulnerability.

• What has been done?

• What can be done to build back better?

2.3 Emergency during COVID-19 pandemic

• Virus spread, compliance with “stay at home” orders 
and home schooling.

• Other emergencies: two months with no electricity.
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Cañada Real through Toledo.
Source: MA Masegosa Martínez (https://www.flickr.com/photos/160707757@N08/49134252507/). 

Origin, urban morphology, population, 
housing, and land tenure.

• A 75m-wide transhumance trail, originally 
dedicated to the seasonal movement of 
livestock. 

• Only for public use, legally protected from being 
built.

• First constructions were orchards and small 
temporary sheds for tools. 

• Greater occupation started in 1960’s and 1970’s; 
first by national immigrants, later by people of 
other nationalities. 

• The 14.4 km-long IS of Cañada Real Galiana
constitutes the largest IS in Western Europe, 
with over 7200 residents and over 2500 
buildings.
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Location and dimensión of La Cañada Real Galiana. Peninsula and Autonomous Community of Madrid.
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Evolution of the urban morphology of Cañada Real over time.
Source: El País.Cañada Real, más allá de la droga documentary. (https://elpais.com/ccaa/2017/07/11/madrid/1499760801_899837.html). 
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View of Cañada Real in September 2019.
Source: https://vallecas.com/wp-
content/uploads/2019/09/Foto-
Can%CC%83ada-Real-radiografi%CC%81a-
Sept-2019-VallecasVA.jpg
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View of Cañada Real in between the formal high-rise residential buildings of Rivas Vaciamadrid and the A-3 highway intersection.
Source: https://www.diarioderivas.es/estudio-electricidad-canada/
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Settlers from San Blas in June 1994, a month after their arrival to Sector 6 of Cañada.
Source: Santos Cirilo (https://elpais.com/ccaa/2017/07/11/madrid/1499760801_899837.html). 

2.1 Introduction

Origin, urban morphology, population, 
housing, and land tenure.

• Coexistence of 17 nationalities.

• About 35% of residents are under 18 years old.

• Average age in Cañada: 25 years (around 37 in closest 
formal districts such as Vallecas or Vicálvaro).

• High community involvement. Neighbors organized in 
up to 6 neighborhood associations.

• All residents are registered in the census and therefore 
have the right to vote in local government elections.

• 529 residents (about 7.3%) receive a minimum income 
from financial aid (between 400-950€).

• Religion and recreation: Cañada Real holds 2 mosques 
and 1 church, religious festivities (e.g. Virgen del Rocío) 
and cultural events (e.g. summer film festival).
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2.1 Introduction

Origin, urban morphology, population, 
housing, and land tenure.

Residents of Cañada Real. 

Source (above): De San Bernardo 
(https://www.abc.es/espana/madrid/abci-coronavirus-canada-real-
galiana-ninos-huracan-pandemia-202003200202_noticia.html).
Source (left): David Brunat
(https://www.elconfidencial.com/espana/madrid/2020-11-23/aislados-
dinero-dias-miseria-personas-canada-real_2841931/).

• Coexistence of 17 nationalities.

• About 35% of residents are under 18 years old.

• Average age in Cañada: 25 years (around 37 in closest 
formal districts such as Vallecas or Vicálvaro).

• High community involvement. Neighbors organized in 
up to 6 neighborhood associations.

• All residents are registered in the census and therefore 
have the right to vote in local government elections.

• 529 residents (about 7.3%) receive a minimum income 
from financial aid (between 400-950€).

• Religion and recreation: Cañada Real holds 2 mosques 
and 1 church, religious festivities (e.g. Virgen del Rocío) 
and cultural events (e.g. summer film festival).
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Social and cultural activities in Cañada.
Source: Frames from  Invisible City documentary, directed by Lucía 
Mbomío in 2008. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3VeSzRRaASQ). 

Social and cultural activities in Cañada. Virgen del 
Rocío festivity.
Source: El País.Cañada Real, más allá de la droga 
documentary. 
(https://elpais.com/ccaa/2017/07/11/madrid/149976
0801_899837.html). 

2.1 Introduction

Origin, urban morphology, population, 
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• Coexistence of 17 nationalities.
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• Average age in Cañada: 25 years (around 37 in closest 
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• High community involvement. Neighbors organized in 
up to 6 neighborhood associations.

• All residents are registered in the census and therefore 
have the right to vote in local government elections.

• 529 residents (about 7.3%) receive a minimum income 
from financial aid (between 400-950€).

• Religion and recreation: Cañada Real holds 2 mosques 
and 1 church, religious festivities (e.g. Virgen del Rocío) 
and cultural events (e.g. summer film festival).
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2.1 Introduction

• Great variety of housing typologies and great 
heterogeneity in housing quality.

• In general, degradation of housing quality from 
sector 1 (best) to sector 6 (worse).

• Initial calculations show that that about 75% of 
homes suffer from unsolvable urban, 
environmental, or acoustic inadequacies.

• No formal access to electricity throughout the IS.

• Partial formal access to water, recently provided 
to Sectors 1 and 2.

• No plan for housing inspection and 
improvement programs alongside the 
formalization process. Focus on urban issues.

Origin, urban morphology, population, 
housing, and land tenure.

A heterogeneous sample of housing quality  in the informal settlement of Cañada Real. Frames from two documentaries.
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3VeSzRRaASQ and 
https://elpais.com/ccaa/2017/07/11/madrid/1499760801_899837.html).
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2.1 Introduction

Origin, urban morphology, population, 
housing, and land tenure.

• Transhumance trails originally belonged to the 
State. 

• Given its lack of use for transhumance, since 
2011 the Autonomous Community (Regional 
Administration) is the sole owner of the 75m-
wide strip of land in each territory. 

• The urban expansion of La Cañada Real involves
three municipalities, the regional government 
and some private landowners.

• Most pressure to relocate and dismantle during 
the early 2000s due to urban expansion of 
residential areas in the periphery of Madrid, in 
close proximity to the IS.
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Plans for the urban expansion 
of Madrid in proximity to 
Cañada Real in the early 

2000s. 2.1 Introduction

Origin, urban morphology, population, 
housing, and land tenure.

A plan by the regional government (that 
never came through) to convert the houses 
in Cañada Real into suburban chalets.

• Transhumance trails originally belonged to the 
State. 

• Given its lack of use for transhumance, since 
2011 the Autonomous Community (Regional 
Administration) is the sole owner of the 75m-
wide strip of land in each territory. 

• The urban expansion of La Cañada Real involves
three municipalities, the regional government 
and some private landowners.

• Most pressure to relocate and dismantle during 
the early 2000s due to urban expansion of 
residential areas in the periphery of Madrid, in 
close proximity to the IS.
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Aerial view of the Cañada Real (end of section 5).
Source: Google Maps satellite view
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Location and sectors of La Cañada Real Galiana.

Length 14.4 km

Plots 1443

Buildings 2537

Families 2149

Residents
(of which minors)

7283
(2548)

Receive financial aid 529

Sectors 1-6

2.1 Introduction

6 sectors, 3 realities, and 3 strategies towards 
the future.

• 6 sectors divided by high-speed road 
infrastructure.

• Degradation in terms of housing quality, social 
integration and access to services.

• 2011: census and data collection of all plots and 
buildings.

• 2017: Regional Pact signed by all government 
agencies involved. Definition and agreement on 
formalization strategy:

➢ Sector 1: towards full formalization.

➢ Sectors 2, 3, 4, and 5: study and formalize if 
possible.

➢ Sector 6: land under regional park law, will be 
dismantled entirely.
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Location and sectors of La Cañada Real Galiana.

2.1 Introduction

6 sectors, 3 realities, and 3 strategies towards 
the future.

Government agencies involved in the signing of the 2017 Regional Pact. • 6 sectors divided by high-speed road 
infrastructure.

• Degradation in terms of housing quality, social 
integration and access to services.

• 2011: census and data collection of all plots and 
buildings.

• 2017: Regional Pact signed by all government 
agencies involved. Definition and agreement on 
formalization strategy:

➢ Sector 1: towards full formalization.

➢ Sectors 2, 3, 4, and 5: study and formalize if 
possible.

➢ Sector 6: land under regional park law, will be 
dismantled entirely.
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Length (m) 1370

Plots 199

Buildings 194

Families 194

Residents
(of which minors)

499
(70)

Receive financial aid 3 
(0.6%)

Sector 1

Sector 1
Source: Google 

Maps Satellite and 
Street view 2.1 Introduction

SECTOR 1: TOWARDS FULL FORMALIZATION

• Strongly integrated in the urban mesh of 
Coslada.

• Abundance of adequate-quality, one and two-
storey housing.

• Social integration is higher than in the other 
sectors, however a certain stigma remains.

• Residents have generally paid taxes for the use 
of the land since the 1980s.

• Has recently been given formal access to water, 
not yet to electricity.

• Modification of certain urban regulations has 
started, aiming towards full formalization of the 
sector.

6 sectors, 3 realities, and 3 strategies towards 
the future.
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Maps Satellite and 
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2.1 Introduction

6 sectors, 3 realities, and 3 strategies towards 
the future.

SECTOR 1: TOWARDS FULL FORMALIZATION

• Strongly integrated in the urban mesh of 
Coslada.

• Abundance of adequate-quality, one and two-
storey housing.

• Social integration is higher than in the other 
sectors, however a certain stigma remains.

• Residents have generally paid taxes for the use 
of the land since the 1980s.

• Has recently been given formal access to water, 
not yet to electricity.

• Modification of certain urban regulations has 
started, aiming towards full formalization of the 
sector.
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Length (m) 758

Plots 95

Buildings 191

Families 134

Residents
(of which minors)

385
(110)

Receive financial aid 31 
(8.1%)

Sector 3

Length (m) 2008

Plots 170

Buildings 447

Families 361

Residents
(of which minors)

1268
(473)

Receive financial aid 114
(9%)

Sector 4

Length (m) 1660

Plots 214

Buildings 414

Families 412

Residents
(of which minors)

1601
(601)

Receive financial aid 75
(4.7%)

Sector 5

Length (m) 1960

Plots 224

Buildings 264

Families 224

Residents
(of which minors)

577
(83)

Receive financial aid 7 
(1.2%)

Sector 2

Sectors 2, 3, 4, and 5
Source: Google Maps

Satellite and Street view 2.1 Introduction

6 sectors, 3 realities, and 3 strategies towards 
the future.

SECTORS 2-5: STUDY AND FORMALIZE IF POSSIBLE

• Certain isolation from the city center.

• Section 5 in close proximity to formal residential 
area in Rivas Vaciamadrid.

• Great heterogeneity in housing quality, with some 
very low-quality constructions.

• Buildings with industrial use, incompatible with 
residential use in their current locations.

• Strong interference with infrastructure: highways, 
power lines, train tunnels or gas ducts.

• Urban, environmental, legal and economic 
commissions created to study and report on the 
viability of formalization for each case.
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Sectors 2, 3, 4, and 5
Source: Google Maps

Satellite and Street view 2.1 Introduction

6 sectors, 3 realities, and 3 strategies towards 
the future.

SECTORS 2-5: STUDY AND FORMALIZE IF POSSIBLE

• Certain isolation from the city center.

• Section 5 in close proximity to formal residential 
area in Rivas Vaciamadrid.

• Great heterogeneity in housing quality, with some 
very low-quality constructions.

• Buildings with industrial use, incompatible with 
residential use in their current locations.

• Strong interference with infrastructure: highways, 
power lines, train tunnels or gas ducts.

• Urban, environmental, legal and economic 
commissions created to study and report on the 
viability of formalization for each case.
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Length (m) 6627

Plots 541

Buildings 1027

Families 824

Residents
(of which minors)

2953
(1211)

Receive financial aid 299 
(10%)

Sector 6

Sector 6
Source: Google Maps

Satellite and Street view 2.1 Introduction

6 sectors, 3 realities, and 3 strategies towards 
the future.

SECTOR 6: DISMANTLING

• Considered the most “problematic” due to drug 
dealing.

• Housing quality is lowest.

• Social integration is lower than in the other sectors 
and stigma is especially strong.

• Is the most isolated sector from the city center in 
terms of location and access to public transport.

• Has recently suffered long periods without 
electricity.

• Located in a natural park, impeding any permanent 
residential construction.

• Will be entirely dismantled with no option to 
formalize. Residents are relocated.
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2.1 Introduction

6 sectors, 3 realities, and 3 strategies towards 
the future.

SECTOR 6: DISMANTLING

• Considered the most “problematic” due to drug 
dealing.

• Housing quality is lowest.

• Social integration is lower than in the other sectors 
and stigma is especially strong.

• Is the most isolated sector from the city center in 
terms of location and access to public transport.

• Has recently suffered long periods without 
electricity.

• Located in a natural park, impeding any permanent 
residential construction.

• Will be entirely dismantled with no option to 
formalize. Residents are relocated.
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2.2 The transportation perspective. 
Is it a priority?

• Use of private car is preferred among any other 
transportation mode. Sign of status and social 
recognition. Also, preference for motorcycles 
among younger residents.

• Heavy traffic and congestion in main street at 
certain hours due to a generalized use of private 
car, narrowness of the street, random parking on 
either sides, and dumping of garbage/debris in 
certain points.

• Problems with speeding and with underaged/ 
unlicensed driving.

• Cundas, “taxis” for drug consumers to and from the 
city centre in sector 6.

• Paving of the main road is not continuous
throughout and lacking in Sector 6.

• Lack of sidewalks throughout (except in Sector 1, 
however very narrow).

Current situation: transport use and preferences

Debris lying on the sides of the main road of Cañada Real, Sector 6.
Source: David Brunat (https://www.elconfidencial.com/espana/madrid/2020-
11-23/aislados-dinero-dias-miseria-personas-canada-real_2841931/). 
_2841931/

Narrow sidewalks, cars parked at both sides and 
speed bumps.
Source: Google Maps Street View (image from
2016).

Frame from a TVE journalist
reporting on the challenges of

living without electricity on 30th 
November 2020. 

Much controversy was created
when two luxury cars were seen

in the home of one of the
affected residents.

Source:www.vozpopuli.com/
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2.2 The transportation perspective. 
Is it a priority?

Women and transportation: vulnerability within 
vulnerability

Women and children in Cañada Real.

Sector 1 3 – 15 min

Sector 2 25 – 45 min

Sector 3 25 - 35 min

Sector 4 10 – 25 min

Sector 5 5 – 15 min

Sector 6 30 min – 2 h 30 min

Time spent (minutes) walking from 
each sector to nearest supermarket.

• Might not drive (cultural barriers).

• If family owns a car, usually do not have priority 
to use it.

• Rely most on public transportation and/or 
walking, where safety is a key issue.

• More often stay at home and walk to do grocery 
shopping through inadequate paths, sometimes 
too far from their homes.
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2.2 The transportation perspective. 
Is it a priority?

• Since Feb. 2017: Special service bus line to 
Puerta de Arganda (connection with subway 
network and commuter train). Frequency: every 
hour, from 7am to 8pm.

• Lack of access to public transportation at earlier 
hours, when construction jobs usually start.

• Uneven access to public transport among
sectors. Sector 1 and 5, nearest to formal city, 
have best access.

• Public bus drivers are reluctant to offer service in 
Sector 6, as it is considered problematic and 
potentially unsafe.

Current situation: access to public transport

Map of nearby public transportation.

Sector 1 7-20 2-10 23-40

Sector 2 30-50 15-30 1-22

Sector 3 35-45 30-40 1-12

Sector 4 25-35 20-30 15-25

Sector 5 7-20 3-10 25-55

Sector 6 20-70 15-70
60-
120

Time spent (minutes) walking from 
each sector to public transportation 
stops/stations.

“I have to walk over 2 km 
to get to the nearest 
subway stop, through 
muddy paths, without 
lighting and not too safe.”

A young resident of Cañada, El 
Fanal association.

Sector 1 3 – 15 min

Sector 2 25 – 45 min

Sector 3 25 - 35 min

Sector 4 10 – 25 min

Sector 5 5 – 15 min

Sector 6 30 min – 2 h 30 min

Time spent (minutes) walking from 
each sector to nearest supermarket.
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2.2 The transportation perspective. 
Is it a priority?

What has been done?

Left: Map of Metro de Madrid (subway train network). Right, above: special service bus line to and from Cañada Real. Right, 
middle: school bus for children of Cañada Real (source: Javier Valeiro, https://www.publico.es/sociedad/fundacion-mutua-
madrilena-financia-ruta.html). Right, below: paving of sectors 1-5 (source: https://www.comunidad.madrid/servicios/urbanismo-
medio-ambiente/pacto-regional-canada-real-galiana).

• 2017-2019: paving of sectors 1-5 (impact on 
access of emergency services, school buses and 
postal service)

• 2017: special service bus to public 
transportation hub

• 22 school buses (in collaboration with private 
sector) pick the children up every morning and 
bring them back in the afternoon. Each bus has 
a social worker as liaison between school and 
families.

• Soon to be done: additional buses to/from mass 
transit hubs for students after basic education.
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2.2 The transportation perspective. 
Is it a priority?

What has been done?

Photographs of young residents in Cañada who want to continue studying after basic (mandatory) education and find it hard due to
lack of access to public transportation.
Source: http://asociacionelfanal.org/los-jovenes-la-canada-real-reclaman-una-ruta-escolar-publica-continuar-estudios/

• 2017-2019: paving of sectors 1-5 (impact on 
access of emergency services, school buses and 
postal service)

• 2017: special service bus to public 
transportation hub

• 22 school buses (in collaboration with private 
sector) pick the children up every morning and 
bring them back in the afternoon. Each bus has 
a social worker as liaison between school and 
families.

• Soon to be done: additional buses to/from mass 
transit hubs for students after basic education.



Partial view of la Cañada with the formal city of Madrid behind.
Source: https://www.elconfidencial.com/espana/madrid/2020-10-14/vecinos-canada-real-enfrentan-policia-cortes-luz-sobrecarga-
madrid_2788403/
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2.2 The transportation perspective. 
Is it a priority?

What can be done to build back better?

• Collect detailed data on transport use.

• Assess use of mobile applications to 
promote/improve use of public transportation.

• Explore how to reach people in IS to create 
awareness of the benefits of active transport 
(walking, cycling).

• Reinforce access to public transportation, 
especially in sectors 2, 3, 4 and 6.

• Create safe pedestrian and cycling paths to/from 
mass transit stops (adequate paving, solution to 
physical barriers, sufficient lighting)
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2.3 Emergency during COVID-19

Virus spread, compliance with “stay at home” 
orders, and home schooling

Residents of Cañada Real wearing 
masks during COVID-19 pandemic.

Police presence in Cañada Real during 
protests by residents.

Source: David Brunat 
(https://www.elconfidencial.com/espan

a/madrid/2020-11-23/aislados-dinero-
dias-miseria-personas-canada-

real_2841931/).

• The first wave affected these residents less than those 
in Madrid (however data not available). During the 
second wave (September 2020), mobile medical 
service units carry out tests on site.

• Compliance with “stay at home” measures was 
generally higher in more socially integrated sectors 
and least in Sector 6.

• Greatest economic impact on families not eligible for 
RMI financial aid before pandemic. Impact of mobility 
restrictions on those families dependent of income 
from the informal economy, such as scrap collecting 
or street markets.

• Home schooling: During the “state of alarm” (13 
March - 21 June), the schools would inform Social 
Services and the Dept. of Education of the needs of 
each student (academic and meals) and this would be 
delivered to their homes.
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2.3 Emergency during COVID-19

Residents of Cañada Real wearing 
masks during COVID-19 pandemic.

A plot in Cañada Real where metal 
scrap and electronic devices are stored.

Source: David Brunat 
(https://www.elconfidencial.com/espan

a/madrid/2020-11-23/aislados-dinero-
dias-miseria-personas-canada-

real_2841931/).

Virus spread, compliance with “stay at home” 
orders, and home schooling

• The first wave affected these residents less than those 
in Madrid (however data not available). During the 
second wave (September 2020), mobile medical 
service units carry out tests on site.

• Compliance with “stay at home” measures was 
generally higher in more socially integrated sectors 
and least in Sector 6.

• Greatest economic impact on families not eligible for 
RMI financial aid before pandemic. Impact of mobility 
restrictions on those families dependent of income 
from the informal economy, such as scrap collecting 
or street markets.

• Home schooling: During the “state of alarm” (13 
March - 21 June), the schools would inform Social 
Services and the Dept. of Education of the needs of 
each student (academic and meals) and this would be 
delivered to their homes.
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2.3 Emergency during COVID-19

Children coming back home from school in Sector 6 of Cañada Real.
Source: Luis de Vega Hernández (https://elpais.com/espana/madrid/2020-10-22/sucios-sin-comida-caliente-y-sin-cole-la-vida-de-
los-ninos-de-la-canada-real-tras-tres-semanas-sin-luz.html).

Virus spread, compliance with “stay at home” 
orders, and home schooling

• The first wave affected these residents less than those 
in Madrid (however data not available). During the 
second wave (September 2020), mobile medical 
service units carry out tests on site.

• Compliance with “stay at home” measures was 
generally higher in more socially integrated sectors 
and least in Sector 6.

• Greatest economic impact on families not eligible for 
RMI financial aid before pandemic. Impact of mobility 
restrictions on those families dependent of income 
from the informal economy, such as scrap collecting 
or street markets.

• Home schooling: During the “state of alarm” (13 
March - 21 June), the schools would inform Social 
Services and the Dept. of Education of the needs of 
each student (academic and meals) and this would be 
delivered to their homes.
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2.3 Emergency during COVID-19

• Occasional electricity cuts are common, however 
since early October 2020 there has been virtually 
no supply.

• Involves the entire sector 6 and part of sector 5: 
over 4000 people (of which almost 2000 minors).

• Attributed to excess of demand due to illegal 
marihuana plantations in the part of Sector 6 
where drug dealing concentrates.

• Current access to electricity in Cañada Real 
provided by tapping into the power line. A safety 
hazard for residents, especially during installation 
and repairs. 

• Residents are generally willing to pay their 
electricity bills and demand adequate service.

Other emergencies during the pandemic: two 
months without electricity.

Residents of Cañada Real protesting for the electricity cuts and demanding their right to an adequate service in November 2020.
Source: (https://www.infolibre.es/; https://www.20minutos.es/; https://elpais.com/)
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2.3 Emergency during COVID-19

Consequences: 

• Impact on home cleanliness and proper sanitation. 

• Exposure to cold indoor temperatures (exacerbated 
by low quality housing and lack of thermal 
insulation).

• Children unable to do homework after daylight, 
follow online classes or (in some cases) wear clean 
clothes to school. Increased school absenteeism.

• Especially in rainy and humid days, neighbors will 
light bonfires in patios (or even indoor fires) to 
heat and dry, creating new safety and health 
hazards.

• Increased inequalities: only families with sufficient 
income can afford an electricity generator.

Other emergencies during the pandemic: two 
months without electricity.

Letters from the children living without electricity in Cañada Real to the United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner, 
sent in November 2020. Organized by Cañada Real neighborhood association Tabadol.
Source: (https://elpais.com/espana/madrid/2020-12-03/ninos-de-la-canada-real-escriben-a-la-onu-nos-estan-torturando.html).



An image of Cañada Real Galiana, Madrid.
Source: Bassam Khawaja (https://news.un.org/es/story/2020/02/1469232). 
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3. CONCLUSIONS

1. To isolate is to discriminate. More data are 
needed to better understand the 
transportation use, preference and needs of 
the most vulnerable within IS.

2. Significant integration and better quality of 
life of residents of IS requires better 
transport.

3. The formalization process should involve 
transport and urban planning together, with 
health and well-being as guiding principles.


